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e 1,500 oppose drinking-age increase. See page 3.
e Stevie Nicks' new album is best to date. See page 5.
o ASBSU lobbies for 3 proposals. See centerfold.
o Gymnasts set new meet record. See pages 8 &. 10.
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.Steph·oll J. Grant! Unlvorslty News
Students, faculty lind staff crowd around the video lounge Thesday, for news on' the space shuttle disaster,
by Karcu Karnmann
The University News
Thirty-six gender-balanced and
women's studies courses have been
listed in the spring, 1986 class
schedule. The listing is the first of-
ficial recognition of such courses at
BSU, according to Associate Pro-
fessor of History Phoebe Lundy.
The class schedule defines gender-
balanced courses as "those which
present a fair and even-handed view
of men and women in the discipline
and which takes into account current
scholarship that provides new infor-
. marion on issues involving gender."
The classes listed range in scope from
physical anthropology to Victorian
poetry to a senior seminar entitled,
"Forms of Favoritism and
Discrimination:' Sec page 17 of the
spring schedule for a complete listing
of the courses.
Lundy said that gender-balanced
courses have been taught in previous
semesters, but that the separate
listing of them is new.
Dr. Patricia Dorman, a BSU pro-
fessor of sociology, said there "was
and is a need" for the courses. She
said that, after the Civil Rights
legislation, many areas did not real-
ly acknowledge blacks, and that
NEW YORK, NY (CPS)-Corporatc
generosity to collegcs-motivated
either by kindness or a suspicion that
tax breaks for giving may soon dry
up-hit record levels last year, the
Council for Financial Aid to Educa-
tion said.
A 150 percent jump in gifts-in-
kind helped push total corporate con-
tributions to education to 1).6.bilJion
in 1984, up 15,2 PC.rl;c;;l1 fwrothc year
women have been victims of similar
neglect. "I'm not even sure it's a
benign neglect:'
In courses that arc not gender
balanced, Dorman said, males arc
limited by the lack of recognition of
women and their accomplishments
and. "females arc not even
recognized:'
Lundy said students arc "cheated"
when they do not have the oppor-
tunity io learn about both sexes.
There is a lot of new scholarship
by women and about women, Lun-
dy said. Dorman said that women
were not often active participants in
scholarship until the past 10 or 15
years, and that older sociology texts
show women in "nurturing, rather
than active, roles:'
Dorman said that there has been
some opposition to the gender-
balanced courses, but added, "I think
there's always going to be opposition
to a new idea:'
Acting Chairman of the Com-
munication Department Dr. Harvey
Pitman, who team taught a gender-
balanced course with Dorman in
1979 and 1980, said he does not
perceive a need for more gender-
balanced courses.
. He said, "I don't think most
courses ignore women;' but added
before, the council reported.
The council, together with the
- Conference Board, annually surveys
the gift-giving habits of Fortune 500
companies. For the third consecutive
year, they said they found education
received 38.9 percent of all corporate
donations;
An inc.reasing proportion of the
gifts-just 9ver one-fifth-is given in
I;ompany products and omer p~opcr.
that he thought women's studies are
a legitimate area of study.
Pitman said taking a gender-
balanced course while on sabbatical
and, later, co-teaching the course
with Dorman, "certainly did make
me become very sensitive to not on-
ly language barriers but many of the
kinds of barriers that arc set up in
our society for women:'
Dorman said she "would hope that
the student would leave the (gender-
balanced) class with the awareness
that women do exist and do make
contributions" and that the
stereotypes of the past arc false.
Pitman said he thought having a
gender-balanced course taught by
both a man and a woman was a good
balance because it gave both the male
and female point of view, which he
said are not necessarily always con-
tradictory. He said he thought the
men in the course appreciated hav-
ing a man as one of the instuctors.
Pitman said that many of the men
in his gender-balanced course "ex-
pressed some discomfort and yet
were curious" and that they took a
scholarly approach to the class.
Lundy said that students who have
taken gender-balanced courses and
many faculty members are en-
thusiastic aboutthe idea.
ty, Linda Cardillo Platzer of The
Conference Board, said.
Property donations jumped 200
percent, company products 150 per-
cent and securities 100 percent. Com-
puters comprise an increasing
amount of propcrty and product
donations, Platzer said. -
See Corpomtc, pngc 9.
by Russell Gould
The University News
The Jan. 28 flight of the space
shuttle Challenger ended tragically
\\7hen, only one minute and 12
seconds into the flight, the fuel tank
exploded, killing all seven aboard.
Students crowded around televi-
sions and radios across campus to
hear news of the explosion. BSU
senior Jose Pcrcdo said that he
reacted with "first shock, then pain-
ful concern for the family members
of those involved with this tragic
event:'
The wreckage was scattered in an
area eight miles southeast of the-
Cape Kennedy launch site. As the
first telecast showed the floating
debris, BSU student Dean
VanDewater said, "It's incredible that
something like this can -happen:'
~
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BSU junior Tom Farley called the
crash "a tragic loss" but said he
maintained his faith in the manned
space program.
The flight was the 25th of the
Space Shuttle Program and the 10th
for the shuttle Challenger. On board
were commander Francis' Scobee,
pilot Michael Smith, mission
specialists Ronald McNair and
Judith Resnik, payload specialists
Ellison Onizuka and Gregory Jarvis
and Christa McAuliffe, who was to
be the first teacher in space.
In a Jan. 28 address President
Reagan lauded the astronauts'
courage and equated their efforts
with those of the early explorers.
Because of the crash, Reagan
postponed his State of the Union ad-
dress, which was scheduled for Tires-
day evening, until Feb. 14.
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The senate's Academic Affairs
Committee will be giving certificates
of recognition to five people who
have contributed outstandingly to
BSU in some way, according to
Senators Doreen Heinrich and Mary
Osborn. The award will be a new vcr-
sion of the "OCNORB;' an award
which was passed between ASBSU
clubs and organizaions in the past.
The certificates will be more general,
including all the areas on campus, ac-
cording to Osborn and Heinrich.
The senate has created a Student
Hall of Fame "for those students
who have done something for Boise
State;' Senator John Johnson said.
Six areas of excellence will be
recognized: academics, athletics, fine
and performing arts, student govern-
ment, clubs and organizations, Vo-
Tech and students-at-large, according
to Johnson. There will be a max-
imum number of recognitions that
can be made in each area and the
names of those admitted will be
painted on a wall of the SUB which
. has been set aside for that purpose.
Those recognized also will be given
medallions.
"We're trying to make it exclusive,
so the award means something:'
Johnson said.
1\vo new senate committees, Stu-
dent Organizations and Student liv-
ing, have been created, according to
Senator David Stark. He said the
Student Organizations Committee
was created to "help promote school
spirit and academics" and to keep the
senate in touch with various campus
organizations. The Student Living
Committee will work with students
in the residence halls, married stu-
dent housing and BSU's sororities
and fraternities, according to Stark.
Johnson said the senate will be
working on an ombudsman program,
which would provide an "objective
mediator" between a student and the
university and would help students
with consumer affairs. He said the
ombudsman program would give
students advice on issues like con-
tracts and dealing with landlords and
would compile government-issued in-
formation on consumer affairs.
Those involved in the program also
would help students try to work out'
problems, such as dissent over a
grade received, that they might have
with thc tlnivCiSj~y.
'1
Iby Karcn Knmmaun
The University Neil'S
ABSU's plans for this semester in-
clude changes in the student in-
surance coverage, faculty evaluations,
re-vamping the Senate Code, work-
ing with thc Broadcast Advisory
Board on KBSU's contract with the
university's administration, a piece of
Icgislation that would require
senators to maintain contact with
student groups on campus, the crea-
tion of a new award and a Student
Hall of Fame, two new committees
and implementing an ombudsman
project, according to ASBSU
officials.
The senate has hired a private in-
surance consultant who specializes in
student insurance to help them get
the maximum coverage for their
money, according to acting Vice
President Karl Vogt, He said that
may mean a change of insurance
companies because any company can
bid on the package the senate puts
together. He said their proposal pro-
bably will go before the State Board
of Education in April and that the
new insurance should be in place by
next fall.
The senate has delegated the ad-
ministration of faculty evaluations to
the Communication Students
Organization and Vogt said the
results should be out this spring.
Unlike the evaluations filled out in
classes, the information collected will
be released to students, he said.
The Senate Code, the set of rules
which govern the senate, is being up-
dated and co-ordinated, Vogt said,
adding that, by doing this, the senate
is "making our internal system work
a lot better:'
"I expect that ASBSU will work
very closely with the Broadcast Ad-
visory Board" on the addendum to
KBSU's contract that BSU President
Keiser has proposed to clarify the role
of students at the university's radio
station, Vogt said.
Vogt has introduced a piece of
legislation which he said would
assign clubs, organizations and
residence hall floors to each senator.
The senators would have to maintain
contact with the organizations
assigned to them.
"I don't think the students should
have to come to us. We should go to
them;' Vogt said.
The Mountain Bell Foundation
grant is the second to. ISU for ,
development and coordination of the
program. A 1985grant of $75,000
was used to purchase equipment and
to test the hearing of more than 5,000
people across southern Idaho. The
pilot program's success and positive
public response resulted in the expan-
sion of the program in 1986.
ISU was selected as project coor-
dinator because of its designation by
the State Board of Education as the
primary training center for medical
programs in the state.
Testing locations in southern
Idaho in 1986 will be publicized
through news stories, newspaper
advertising and public service an-
nouncements on television and radio.
-In Brief
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Progoff Method
part of workshop
An intensive journal workshop usc
ing the Ira Progoff Method. will be
held at SI. Paul's Student Center on
Feb. 28 from 6 to 10 p.m. and on
March I, from 9 a.m.-{(;f 10 p.rn,
The 16-hour workshop is inwardly
foeused. There is no interaction
tion with the Steering Committee
strong element of meditation, The
workshop will be led by John Leira
of the University of San Francisco.
Pre-registration is requested by
January.' 31. The cost for the
workshop is $90. The cost for senior
citizens and full-time students is $80.
Further information is available
from Michele Naylor at the Boise
Center, University of Idaho,
386-5905.
Taxes to be topic
for discussion
Common Cause/ldaho will host a
panel discussion on the topic of
"Local Option Thxes" on Feb. I.The
presentation will follow a luncheon
to be held at noon at 720 West
Washington. The luncheon and
discussion are part of three yearly
membership gatherings in conjunc-
tion with the Steering Commillee
meetings for Common Cause/Idaho,
.Applications due
for those wishing
to student teach
'Thacher education majors at
BSU who plan to student teach
during the fall, 1986 semester
must submit applications by
Feb. 14.
Application forms arc available
at room 306 of the Education
Building.
Project management seminar set
Professional development pro-
grams offered at BSU during the
spring semester are designed to
enhance both management and
business skills. The seminars will be
taught by professors from the College
of Business.
First in the series is "Managerial
Communication:' a program for
those who wish to improve manage-
ment skills. It will be held Jan. 27,
29 and Feb. 3 and 5, from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. at the College of Business. The
Panel members include Jay Webb,
newly-elected member of the Boise
City Council, Marty Peterson from
the Office of the Governor, Division
of Financial Management, Chuck,
Skoro from BSU and a member of
the Idaho State Legislature.
The public is invited to attend the
luncheon and the discussion. The
cost of the lunch will be approx-
imately $6. Reservations can be made
by calling 342-6003 or by writing
Common Cause/Idaho, P.O. Box
685, Boise, lD 83701.
Top science students to compete
Top science students from 25 area
high schools will gather at BSU Feb.
I for Science Competition Day.
The annual competition will award
$5,000 in BSU scholarships as well as
numerous other awards. The com-
petition for high school juniors and
. seniors will be in the areas of biology,
Noise tops list
of dorm irritants
-in college survey
chemistry, engineering, geology,
mathematics and .physics,
High schools are divided into three
categories-small, medium and large.
Individual and learn awards will be
presented at a luncheon following the
competition. BSU physics professor
John Allen is coordinating the event.
In a survey of dormitory
residents' altitudes, University of
Tennessee officials found a ma-
jority of students said noise was
the most troublesome irritant in
dormitory life.
Next on the list: drinking in the
dorms, inadequate study space
and visiting policies.
Business seminars begin
The BSU College of Business is
sponsoring a two-day seminar, Jan.
25 through 30 on construction pro-
ject management. The seminar is
designed to. improve skills in con-
tracts, organization, administration, .
cost control and crisis management.
Instructors for the seminar will in-
c1ude industry specialists with ex-
perience in architecture, engineering,
construction management, schedul-
ing, accounting, economics and con-
struction law. .
The seminar has beenapproved for
credit toward re-certification of
engineers, consultants and
technologists.
The course fee is $445 per person
for both days, and group discounts
are offered. For registration, call
385-1126
cost is $125.
"Introduction to Microcomputers:'
will be held January 28-30 from 6:30
to 9:00 p.m. at the College of
Business. The course will permit
students to explore practical applica-
tions of computers and learn about
database management, electronic
spreadsheets and disk operating
systems. The cost is $100.
For further information and to
register for these seminars, telephone
385-1125. .
OAP sponsors
swimming class
The Outdoor Adventure Program
is sponsoring a swimming class at
BSU, Feb. 3 through April 11, Mon-
day, Wednesday and friday, from
7:30-8:30 a.m,
The class is open to.anyone able-
to swim 100 yards. The class will
cover the fundamentals of com-
petitive swimming, emphasizing.
perfection of the freestyle stroke.
Swimmers will be videotaped so their
strokes can be analyzed. Paul Lund-
gren, swim coach for the Sawtooth
Mastersteam, will teach the class.
The cost for 30 hours of instruc-
tion is $40. The class can be taken for
one credit. Register for the class in
room 209 of the old gymnasium
building.
For more information, call
385-1951 or 385-1570. A free meeting
and session will be held Friday, Jan.
31 at 7:30 a.rn, at the BSU pool.
Outdoor-related'
presenters sought
Tile BSU Outdoor Activities
Center is seeking individuals skilled
in nature photography, mountain
climbing, white water sports, outdoor
survival, travel and related areas for
slide shows, lectures and workshops.
OAC Director Betsy Buffington is
compiling the names and specialties
of people who may be interested in
participating in presentations.
Presenters are asked to fill out a sim-
ple form. .
10 obtain a form or more informa-
tion, contact Buffington at the OAC
office located in the SUB or call
385-1265.
State---------
Bell to underwrite testing
The Mountain Bell Foundation
has announced it will underwrite a
program for a second year to bring
expanded testing for speech,
language and hearing difficulties to
southern Idaho residents.
The project, to be coordinated by
the Department of Speech Pathology
and Audiology at ISU, will be fund-
ed by a $107,826 grant from the
Mountain Bell Foundation.
Program personnel. will travel to
health fairs, senior citizen centers, .
preschools and other locations
throughout southern Idaho. The
focus is on screening speech and
language development in preschool
children and testing hearing in all age
groups with particular emphasis on
preschool children and elderly.
For the first time, the Colorado
U. Board of Regents has a student
adviser. The Regents approval of
the non-voting seat brought to an
end three years of student cam-
paigning. Students had twice, un-
successfully, taken the measure to
the state legislature. The position
is on a one-year trial basis,and
can be eliminated at any time on
30 days notice.
National-------
Regents
approve
student
adviser
Cal-Davis enrollment low
In a-measure of altitudes, students
focused on farm economic problems,
and associated words such as "hard
work, boring, male, blue collar and
insecure" with the profession.
Last week, the University of West
Virginia announced only five percent
of its agriculture graduates opt to
work directly on farms.
Music beats sex in survey
thrills from music, while only.70070
felt the same way about sex.
Respondents also found a good
movie, beauty in nature and art,
physical contact with another person
and a climactic moment in an opera
more thrilling than sex,
The Order threatens professor
off-shoot of the Ku Klux Klan:'
Although the group's leader was kill-
ed in a shoot-out with the FBI in
1984, The Order allegedly has been
responsible for several bank and ar-
moured car robberies, a synagogue
bombing and the murder of Denver
talk show host Allen Berg.
Enrollment at the University of
Cal-Davis Agricultural School has
dropped by 20 percent since 1977. A
Cal study attributes the drop to
students' "misperccptions" of what
careers they can enter with
agricultural degrees.
Students were unaware of genetic
engineering, plant science and
aquaculture options.
Music is more thrilling than sex to
college students majoring in music,
according to a survey by a Stanford
University researcher. .
The study, published in the
December issue of Psychology To-
day, found that 86ft/o of the music
majors questioned reported gelling
An Arizona State University pro-
fessor accused by Accuracy in
Academia of teaching with a
"liberal" bias, his teaching assistant
and two politically active ASU
students have received late-night calls
threatening their lives. The calls came
from The Order-a group which
openly describes itself as "a fascist
Dr. Hope,
I can't thank you enough
for the extra help with our
club-and my final paper.
Happy Valentine's.
Dave
LOOKING FORA UNIQUE WAY TO GIVE
A VALENTINE'S MESSAGE?
The University News will have a page just
for Valentine's messaqes--come in anytime
to get yours in the paper.
Joe,
I miss you andwish I were
there for Valentine's Day.
Love, Becky
. Up to 20 words $3.00
Upto 40 words-Boxed $5.00
-Jc-li AIUines,boxes and heartswiU be in red ink. * *
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SBDC sets up shop
by Dominique Oldfield
The University News
A $200,000 grant to the Idaho
Small Business Development Center
will be used to provide in-depth
quality assistance to small businesses
in areas which promote growth, ex-
pansion, innovation, increased pro-
ductivity and improved management,
according to Ron Hall, director of
the center.
In 1984, BSU received a $35,000
Economic Development Agency
grant that funded the SBDC's pilot
program, Hall said. '
The center's purpose is to serve as
a "focal point for linking together the
resources of higher education, the
private business community, and
federal, state and local government:'
Hall said.
The SBDC projects that it will pro-
vide counseling service to over 200
small business clients and offer 39
skill training seminars in 1986. The
center's efforts will focus specifical-
lyon expanding exports by Idaho
businesses and assisting in the
transfer of new technology to the
state's" business community, accor-
, ding-to Hall.
"The Idaho SBDC, operating
under the sponsorship of the College
of Business at BSU, provides access
for the private sector to the skills and
"resources of faculty and students
from many university departments to
create or support business enterprise.
The total annual budget for this ac-
tivity is approximately $500,000:' ac-
cording to BSU President John
Keiser.
In the past year, the center's pro-
grams have made significant con-
tributions to the creation of some
1,000 jobs, and have "played a cen-
tral role in the planningand/or crea-
tion of a total capital investment of
$35,845,000:' Keiser said.
BSU's "well-established small
business network and its leadership
within the state, business and
academic communities',' were among
the reasons the university was
selected to lead the Idaho SBDC, ac-
cording to Stephen Hall; the regional
administrator for the Small Business
Administration.
Buslnesa interest up
LOS ANGELES, CA (CPS)-
College students increasingly are in-
terested in money, but they will make
it as businesspeople, not computer
scientists or engineers, according to
UCLA's 20th annual survey of new
college freshman.
The proportion of freshmen plan-
ning to major in computer science
and pursue computing careers has
dropped by 50 percent in two years.
This year,4.4 percent of the freshman
plan to be computer programmers or
analysts, compared to 6.1 percent last
year and 8.8 percent in 1983.
Declining interest in computer
careers parallels dwindling interest in
engineering. 'Ien percent of the
respondents.plan to pursue engineer-
ing careers, compared to 12 percent
two years ago.
"Iaken together, this decline in stu-
dent interest in technological careers
stands in stark contrast to the grow-
ing national concern for increasing
technological training in our schools
and colleges:' according to UCLA's
Professor Alexander Astin, who
directed the survey.
However, recent surveys by the
College Placement Council,
Michigan State and Northwestern
University, found that American
businesses plan to hire fewer
engineering and computer science
majors this year..
Astin said he thought that, as
students become more familiar with
the computer in high school, they are
"less inclined to pursue it as a career
and more inclined to view it as a tool
for usc in other fields:'
Business and teaching showed the
most significant increase in interest
among the 200,000 freshman
surveyed nationwide. The proportion
of entering students who said they
wanted business careers-an area
showing rising interest since the
1970s-increased to an all-time high
003.9 percent, more than twice the
proportion recorded in the 1972
survey.
For the third straight year, elemen-
tary and secondary school teaching
rose slightly-to 6.2 percent-but
Astin said, "we still have a long way
to go" before there are enough
teachers "to meet the nation's current
and future needs"
.Seventy-three percent of the
freshman oppose increased defense
spending, up 12 percent from three
years ago and 73.3 percent say the
wealthy should pay a larger share of
the taxes then they do now.
Almost half of all freshman think
homosexuality should be outlawed.
A record low of 21.8 percent. want
marijuana legalized.
Seventy-one percent of the
freshmen said "being very well-off
financially" was "essential" or "very
. important:' About the same number'
of students agreed with tile statement
that "the chief benefit of a college
education is that it increases one's
earning power"
This year's survey showed a five
p'ercentdrop in students. whose
parents make less than $15,000 an-
nually. Currently, 15.9 percent, of
students come from' low income
families, while 24.S percent of all
freshmen's parents make $15,000 to
$29,999 annually,
Band to be revived
,
SllIphlln J. Grlll1l1 Un/vlIrs/l)' NIIWS
Ron Hall, the director of the Idaho Small Business Development Center, said the center would serve as a "focal
point" linking higher education, private businesses and federal, state and local governments.
Deans' seats soon to be filled
by Steve F,' r.ron
The University Neil'S
A nationwide search currently
underway to find permanent
replacements for three vacant dean
seats will result in appointees soon,
according to Executive Vice President
Dr. Richard Bullington.,
The College of Arts and Sciences,
the College of Health Sciences and
the School of Vocatlonal-Iechnlcal
Education are currently without
deans.
. "The search committees are still in
the process of reviewing all the ap-
plications for the Arts and Sciences
and Health Sciences seats:' Bull-
ington said, adding that he hopes to
have the top three candidates for the
positions on campus for interviews
before the end of February.
"The committees will narrow the
number of applications and make
recommendations to the vice presi-
dent and president;' he said.
Both faculty and students selected
from the department of the vacancy
comprise the voting membership of
the committees. It is their task to
evaluate each application. "Hours
and hours are spent reviewing each
candidate's credentials:' Bullington
said. The commitee determines how
they will evaluate each applicant,
sometimes through a series of con-
ference phone calls. ,
It depends on. the size of the
department as to how many people
are on the committee. "There are
variable numbers, the number that is
standard is three students on each
committee;' he said.
In accordance with affirmative ac-
tion guidelines, advertisements were
placed in publications nationwide.
, There is a minimum period of time
required from the time the position
vacancy is announced and advertis-
ed until it is filled. The deadline for
applications for the College of Arts
and' Sciences was Dec. 3l.,Bullington
said:
"The president has the respon-
sibility to decide who is the strongest
candidate after he interviews the top
three applicants:' Bullington said he
had no idea whether on-campus per-
sonnel have applied for the positions.
BSU will then recommend to :the
State Board of Education that the
appointee be hired. Bullington said
the' state board usually gives ap-
proval. "They don't interfere with an
institution's judgment;' he said.
'.
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Haven't you ever done something
inyour life you wish you could
do over again•••
and this time
do it righd
'- ....
.
"
dent affairs.
Taylor said that most of the money
would be used for scholarships for
, After a ten-year period without a band members and the rest for
marching band, BSU should have uniforms and the band's other needs. '
one by Sept. 27, according to Music . "The band will be open for anyone
Department Chairman Wilbur who wants to try,' Elliott said, adding
Elliott. that the bend will consist of between
''1Cn years ago, we had a very good 80 and I10 players.
marching band but when funds "The band will not be involved in
began getting cut, we didn't have marching band competitions; it will
enough money to maintain such a ,just be for the support of our univer-
large group and it had to be disband- sity and the football games:' Elliott
cd:' Elliottsaid. ' ,said. '
A renewed interest in a marching .The pep band will riot play at foot- ,
band has been expressed by stuftents, ball games if the marching band is
faculty and the community ; he . present, but will continue to play at '
. said ',' , ..' basketball games in the Pavilion, ac"
"'rhededicated feeof'onedollart'oroing to .Elliott.
per student came into ~fectlllSt fall .. ' "So far,we have one half of the
and so Jar, .aroundSt2;OOObas been ,:. funds that \ve need collected and one '.
raised:' accolllingto:.'or;. '.,'OavidhtUfpromised to' u';" ElUott said.' .',.'.
Thylor, BSU's.vicepresi~t6rstu., " ", . ',.' .....,..: ..,',',. ..~i:;;:.i."'~:l.,,:n~~~~~"·."""'·~'·."'~·""'·~"····~"'''''''''''''''''''''··'''••.•:
by Kirk Spelman
The University News
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Kingde$'ervesholiday
With the recent passage of the first national celebration of Martin Luther
King, Jrls birthday Jan. 13, two factors should be noted: first that the nation's
lawmakers finally have seen fit. to. officially commemorate one. of this coun-
try's true heroes and second, that the-Idaho legislators have shamefully and
negligently chosen.notto join.in'thecelebration. Now is the time to-right this
embarrassing situation.Senate Bill.No, 1227, introduced by senators Gail Bray,
Phil Batt, Norma Dobler and Laird Noh, calls for thecreation of a com-
memorative day celebrating King's birthday on the third Monday ofJanuary,
The bill designates the Idaho Commission onHuman Rights to conduct ap-
propriate ceremonies in .recognition of King's accomplishments. .
While it would definitely be preferable if the proposed legislation included
a state holiday, it is understandable if such an action would be too financially
draining on the state's budget. The legislature is, after all, facing a $27.5million
revenue shortfall and adding a paid state holiday could aggravate the situa-
tion. Wecan only hope that the decision not to create a state holiday in King's
honor is based on economic realities and not race. .
According to the 1980census, Idaho's black populationwas listed as 2,711,
which is admittedly a small number for a state that just passed the million-
mark in residents. What must be kept in mind is that King, while honored
as a leader ill liberating the country's black population from many unjust and
discriminatory laws,is also to be honored for his courage, faith and nonviolent
methods of accomplishing his goals. There is a lesson for everyon.e,regardless
of race or sex, in ){ing'scourageand his success. His contagious faithin our
government and its ability to right previous injustices prompted many followers
to risk their lives for the cause. Surely the fact that King's work was a catalyst
to the 1964Civil Rights Bill and that he was awarded the 1964Nobel Peace
Prize for his nonviolent struggle against racial oppression are worthy of state-
sanctioned recognition:
The defeat of Senate Bill 1227would be an embarrassment not only to the
state government but to the state's residents. Idaho's reputation suffers enough
from such notoriety as home of the Aryan' Nations. Failure to officially
recognize King's birthday would further develop a reputation as a state less
than egalitarian to its minorities. Senate Bill 1227 offers an opportunity to
recognizea hero that changed not only the lawstowards the nation's minorities.
Heroism, whether it be that of George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, or
Idaho's war veterans, deserves recognition. King is no exception. If the state's
finances prohibit setting aside a state holiday in his memory, the least we can
do is officially recognize the day of his birth. Senators Bray, Noh, Laird and
Dobler have given the state legislators' an opportunity to pay respect to a man
who changed this country and who remains an inspiration to us all.To persist
in ignoring King's contribution by ignoring his birthday would be a state-wide
embarrassment.
Letters Policy
Letters tothe editor should be typed, double-
spaced and no longer than 500 words. The let-
ters must be signed and a telephone. number
provided for our verification procedures.
. The University Neil'S reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling,gmmmar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content.
USSPA Code of Ethics
We, at The University News, agree with the
USSPA Code of Ethics. Among the provisions
of the code are: "Freedom of expression and
debate by means of a free and vigorous stu-
dent press is essential to the effectiveness of
an educational community in a democratic
society."
"It is the role of the student press to report
the news and provide an outlet for campus opi-
nion and creative effort. It is the responsibili-
ty of the student press to maintain the highest
standards of accuracy, truthfulness and
fairness in fulfilling this role."
"The student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion,
including those opinions differing from
editorial policy. Such expression must not be
edited so as to alter, distort, or disparage the
opinion."
"It is the responsibility of the student press
to maintain the highest degree of accuracy,
and must not misrepresent the opinions or ac-
tions of individuals or groups. The freedom
of the student press must not be abridged by
confiscation of issues or facilities, suspension
of publication, academic, personal or finan-
cial sanctions, arbitrary removal of staff'
members, or threats of these actions."
Correction
Due to a reporter's error, James Maguire,
associate professor of English, was misquoted
in a Hemingway story (centerfold, Jan. 22).
Maguire was mistakenly reported to have said
teaching Hemingway is appropriate because of
the author's death. We regret the error.
As I See It -----:.~---
,Is the press free?
.by SIeve F. J...yon
The University News
Just in case you were not informed,
January is Freedom of Student Press Month.
I have to say that is a somewhat debatable
description. The word freedom implies that
a student paper can print factually correct, .
well-researched and well-documented, con-
troversial exposes. That is what a newspaper
does, or should do, right? Well, the realities
of what can or cannot be printed are
different.
The freedom to print those exposes may
be restricted if a student paper, or any.paper
for that matter, does not have the legal
resources and defense funds to go to court
over a possible libel suit. Should a paper
publish an unflattering but true story' and
risk having it go to court or playit safe and
let the opportunity to present the story to the
public pass? This is as yet an unresolved
question facing the print media.
College papers are certainly not exempt
from having to go to court over their stories:
-A Dartmouth College associate chaplain
is suing [he Review for $3 million on libel
and invasion of privacy charges.
-An Iowa City policeman is suing The Dai-
ly Iowan for $200,000 for articles about
criminal complaints against him.
-A Michigan firm is suing the student
paper at Michigan State University for
$10;000 over a story about contract
irregularities.
-An alumnus of the University of Santa
Clara is suing for $80,000 for an article in
the school's literary magazine dealing with
his involvement-in athletics. '
It is not just student papers but all media
news sources which are under the daily threat
of libel suits and censorship, Some people
feel they have a right to decide what news
should be covered and to what extent. Jour-
nalists are being caught in a political tug-of-
war. Those on the right want a story publish-
ed their way; those on the left want it their
to good old all-American, hard-hittlng.no-
but rather who can exert the mostinfluence
on the media to have their version printed.
What does that leave the readers? A biased
and censored story and, what is worse, an un-
warranted and ridiculous compromise had to
be made.
Without the print media the public is left
with glossed-over, 30-second television news
spots that do not allow a story to be told ade-
quately, in depth. Call it "Wonderbrcad
Ncws'x-filling but not very nutritious.
I think it is time to repeal this legal strait-
jacket of censorship and libel and get back
to good old all-American, hard-hitting, no-
punches-pulled, investigative journalism. So
what if a. few toes get stepped on. If a story
is true, it should be published without con-
sideration of possible repercussions, implica-
tions or damage to a person's reputation.
In this business the truth has always been
the best defense and will prevail against all
outside interference.
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Angie Heppler, Laurie Hobbs, Dominique D. Oldfield, Bill Sharp, Terrell Silver-
man, John Starr, David Thomason; Photographers, Chris Butler; Layout, Deb-
by Junes, Nanette Johnson; Advertising Stqfj.Lisa Shultz; Typesetters, Debby
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semesters.The paper distributes 8,000 copieson campus and 5,1l()()copies in the
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questions or leiters to the editor can be mailed to; The University News; Boise
State University, 1910UniversityDrive, Boise.Jdaho, 83725;Our offices are located
at 1603~ University Drive, across from the Student Union Building; The yearly
. subscription price is $15.. .
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Nicks shows off voice in new album
Oeramtst offers workshops
Frank Boyden, a ceramist whose
work reflects the ecology of the
Pacific Northwest,will present
ceramics workshops at BSU Feb. 6
and 7. He will give a free Iccturein
the Liberal Arts Building.
Boyden often incises images of
ravens and salmon onto his plates
and vessels. Death and renewal-
represented by the ravens which feed
on the spawning salmon-is a cen-
tral theme in much of his work.
Boyden has exhibited widely
across the United States. His work
is in national and international col-
lections, and he has taught
workshops in Ireland, Norway, New
York and the West.
'Space Pandas'
invade Stage II
February first
The Idaho Theater for Youth will
performTlze Revenge of the Space
Pandas on Stage II of the Morrison
Center Feb. I at 7 p.m, .
The play is abont Binky Rudich
and his pet sheep, Bob, who think
there may be two kinds of time-
normal time and time that is very
slow. They believe that if they could
solve the problem with a two-speed
clock, everything on earth would
stand still and they would spin off
THE REVENGE 0 F
~
ThE SPACE PANDA S
into space. With their friend Vivian,
Dinky and Bob discover Crestview,
the fourth world in the Goolagong
system.
For ticket information or reserva-
tions, call 345-0600.
Harper's raid revisited
Stephen Vincent Benet's play,
John Brown's Body, will be per-
formed Feb. I in the Morrison
Center. The performance is a benefit
for BSU's Frank Church. Chair of
Public Affairs and the Len B. Jor-
dan Endowment for Economic
Studies.
The play tells the story of an aboli-
tionist's attempt to raid the Harper's
Ferry armory and free the slaves.
Tickets are available for a $250
contribution and include pre- and
post-performance receptions as well
as the play:
by Laurie Hobbs
The University News
Rock A Lillie is Stevie Nicks' third.
soloalbum, Her musical style still
reflects the 70s, but she is a unique
artist who has come a long way since
her early days with Fleetwood Mac.
This album is her best to date. The
listener gets the impression that
Nicks is sharing her true voice for the.
first time. Her vocals have never been
lower or deeper, but they sound
natural. She has an original style and
she writes solid lyrics packed with the
emotions and fears that almost
everyone can relate to. Nicks is one
performer who has managed to
transcend the barriers between pop
and rock, yet she maintains a
feminine, soft-spoken manner.
Echoed voices singing the song ti-
tle "ICan't Wait" begin the first tune
on side one. It is a fast song with a
nervous beat. The normal guitar licks
are present, but at times are lazy in
their approach. The overdubs arc
almost overdone. Overall, the song is
good, but something intangible is
lacking.
. The title cut, "Rock A Little (Go
Ahead Lily)" is catchy. Nicks sings
in a deep voice which sounds raspy
and fits well into the structure of the
melody. The lyrics are unassuming
and simple, but driving. At times the
guitar gets lost-or at least
hesitates-but all in all, this song is
easy to like.
"Sister Honey" is a kicky little dit-
ty with well-arranged background
vocals. Several beat twists and turns
round out the melody. Wisps of
guitar help punctuate, and the bass
is also right on target.
Nicks' singing becomes hard and
gritty insome spots, but somehow
that just showcases the lyrics. The
song appears to be about a shady
lady who can be found at the "Im-
perial Hotel:' The song sounds
similar to the style of Tom Petty and
• the Heartbreakers. This is only
natural, though, considering that
Nicks and Heartbreaker Mike Camp-
bell co-wrote the ditty. Campbell also
lends his guitar to the track. The elec-
tric organ, played by Heartbreaker
Benmont Tench, gives the tune a
slightly unusual effect.
Side two's first cut, "Talk To Me;'
has already received raves. The single
and video are doing remarkably well.
The guitar-based track has a playful
melody, broken by bits of keyboard
which are used to perk up the tune,
and the drumming adds a burst of
energy. .
"The Nightmare" has strong synth
flavor, Nicks lends her fingers to the
piece and plays one of. the syn-
thesizers. The tune has an up-front
drum sound, and the music flows
with the mystery of the lyric. The
listener becomes involved in the war
that must be raging fiercely in the
darkness of the songwriter's
thoughts.
The last cut on side two is titled,
"Has Anyone Ever Written Anything
For You:' It is a slow, pretty love
ballad. Nicks' soft, whispery voice _
accents the tune. Piano and a well-
rounded percussion fill out the
melody. Toward the end of thesong,
most of the instruments fade out,
leaving only NiCks' vocals and the
piano. It is a nice effect, especially
considering the soft mood of the
lyrics.
Nicks' raspy voice helps transform
the simplistic lyrics of the song into
complex evaluations of life. Her voice
does not have the same sugar coating
that it has had in the past, but it is
stronger and more straight forward.
Nicks deserves credit for maintaining
her individuality while still being
good, and knowing music well
enough to compete in the 80s. This
album blends a little rock, a little
nostalgia and a little persistence.•••Rating system: four thumbs up is
near perfect; four thumbs down is
unbearable.
'My Chauffeur' slow and stupid
by Edith Decker with it. The young man is played tinuity which so often plague
The University News stiffly and unconvincingly by Sam mediocre or sub-mediocre films.
Jones. His sudden turn in personali- Costumes seemed plausible. My on-
ty is startlingly unbelievable and the Iy complaint was the second-rate
scenes when he is drunk and having score and dotty songs by Paul Hert-
a hollering contest with Foremanare zag and The Wigs respectively.
nearly unbearable. The problem with My Chauffeur
The biggest name, by far, in the is, quite simply, that it is slow. The
bunch is E.G. Marshall. He trips humor is slow; the plot is slow; the
along with his few lines as Withers- characters are slow. I paid $4.50 for
poon, Casey's wealthy benefactor a ticket to a comedy film that was
and future father-in-law. It's .amaz- rated R. The rating gives it the
ing what people will do for money. possibility of being a skin flick-
Howard Hesseman ("WKRP") plays which it wasn't. I assume, then, that
the head of the limousine company it was meant to be a comedy.
who is out to fire his first female However, I counted three ha-ha's, two.
employee. He is Johnny Fever with a wide smiles, four smirks and five
respectable job. disgusted shakes of the head. This
Casey is helped along not only by does not add up to .comedy.
her determination to keep her job My Chauffeur is playing at the
and her odd personality, but also by Fairvu Cinemas and contains some
a fellow chauffeur with a charming nudity and enough profanity for
Irish accent, played by Sean good measure. My advice would be,
McClory. (The accent.T gather, is the if you're at all interested in the film,
real McCoy.) He reminds me a bit of wait for the video to hit Seven-
Robert Preston and, therefore, is Eleven.
worth at least an okay.
Technically, the film runs smoothly
enough. The setting is, as one might
guess, lush and rich. I saw no lapses
in photography or editing or con-
Isaac Stern
to perform
with pianist
Master violinist Isaac Stern will
perform in the Morrison Center Jan.
30 at 8 p.m,
Stern will be accompanied by
pianist Richard Bishop. The perfor-
mance, presented by the Boise
Philharmonic, will include works by
Bach and Handel.
Tickets to the recital arc available
at all Select-A-Scat outlets and cost
$25, $17.50 and $12.50.
Ca.Jendar---~--------------""-""---
Wednesday, Jan. 29
College Bowl Tournament, SUB
Boisean Lounge.
The Treasure Valley Wind Ensem-
ble, Melvin Shelton will conduct,
SPEC, 8 p.m., no admission.
Thursday, "JaD. 30
Boise Philharmonic, with violinist
Isaac Stem, Morrison Cellter,8J>.m.
College Bowl Tournament, SUB
Boisean Lounge. ..
FrIday, Jan. 31
Faculty Artist Series; Lynn Berg,
bass, Morrison Center recital hall, 8
p.m,
Ore-Ida Council recognition din-
ner,SUB Ballroom, to be
. announced.
Saturday,. Feb. 1
Idaho Theater for Youth, The
Revenge of the Space Pandas. Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 7 p.m,
Have you ever wondered why the
movie moguls that be invest money
in bad films? I had plenty of time to
wonder about just that during a
viewing of My Chauffeur, which stars
almost nobody any of you would
recognize.
Deborah Foreman plays the first
female chauffeur at Brentwood
Limousine Ltd., where her character,
Casey Meadows, has adventure after
adventure driving the rich and crazy
around in lovely cars. So, what do
you think she does eventually? "Falls
in love with oneof the guys she drives
around:' you say? Bingo presto,
buckaroo. Following some of the
stupidest scenes on celluloid which
are earnest attempts at slapstick-
or so I surmise-Casey falls for the
rich son of herequallv rich benefac-
tor who thinks, mistakenly of
course, that he is her father. "That's
it?" you ask. That's it.
Foreman is somewhat endearing in
the role and shows some promise if
she should ever encounter a real live
script and/or a real live movie to go
"John Brown's Body," Morrison
Center, 8 p.m,
Sunday, Feb. 2
Sunday Concert Hall, KBSU-FM,
91.3, 6 a.m.'6 p.m,
Monday, Feb. 3
Frank Church Chair of Public Af-
fairs, symposium, Responding. to
Revolution at 'Home and Abroad,
call 385-3776 for information.
Rating system: four. thumbs up is
near perfect; four thumbs down "is
unbearable.
On.··Stage-
Bouquet: The Hi.:Ibps
Thesday, Feb. 4
funk Church ChaIr of Public Af- .Broadway Bar: Risky Business
fairs, ca11385-3776 for information.
Wednesday, Feb. 5
FlUnk Church Chair of Public Af-
fairs, call 385-3776 for information.
Ceramics lecture, Frank· Boyden,
Liberal Arts Building.
Crazy Horse: Wade & the Blades
HennesSy's: Kevin Kirk & Sally Tibbs
Pengilly's: Sage Street
. Peter SchoU's: Gene Harris
Red Lion Downtowner: Shake Out
Sandpiper: Ambiance
Tom Gmlncy's: Elixir
Victor's: Dee Anderson & Mariah'; '(
Whls~ River: Bates Motel , \1
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ASBSUIObbyists push for tuition an
by Jessie Faulkner
Tile University News
ment, specific discipline emphasis in'
academic departments is divided bet-
wecn the states' universities. Original-
ASBSU lobbyists John Groesbeck ly adopted in October of 1983, the
and Steve Hippler are targeting their statement calls for BSU to concen-
efforts on three proposals 'this trate on business, economics, social
legislative session: defining students' sciences, public affairs, performing
fees as tuition and limiting that tui- arts and interdisciplinary studies.
tion to 20 percent of the cost of ISU -will orchestrate health studies,
higher education, pulling a student biological sciences and the physical
on the State Board of Education and sciences. U of I has agriculture,
In:gingthe State Board to implement forestry, mining/metallurgy,'
their three-year-old roles and mission . engineering, architecture,' interna-
statement outlining what universities tional programs, law and foreign
will emphasize what disciplines. languages.
To acquaint students and ASBSU is asking "the State Board
legislators with these efforts, to re-evaluate the statement in order
ASBSU hosted a luncheon Jan. 9 for to more efficiently align programs
Boise-area lawmakers. Approximate- with private demand, both
Iy 55 legislators and students geographically and by curriculum:'
thought the legislation would have no
problem passing through the
legislature.
"We're one of the few states not
allowed to formally charge tuition:'
Batt said.
Groesbeck estimated 'the bill's
chance or"passage at 50/50. He said
the U of I does not totally support
the bill.
Groesbeck said, "They realize
they're eventually going-to have to
face it. They support the items in our
bill, but they feel for their own
reasons it would be better to come
out with a negative position and see
where it goes. We prefer to take a
positive position"
According to Groesbeck, the tui-
tion bill must get through the state
- .
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nd S.tateBoard concerns
Groesbeck said ASBSU lobbyists
have modified their approach to the
legislature this session.
"We're playing off the majority ,
this year. We need to recognize that
the Republican party has done pret-
ty good in the past. Last year we got
an 11.3 percent increase in higher
education funding-that's where the
votes are:'
For the students; Groesbeck said
he thought the tuition bill would have
the most impact, but, he lidded, "For
the state, I believe the roles and mis-
sion and realignment resolution is the
most important thing they can do for
higher education:' ,
Grant
To contact legislators,
call ,the Capitol, 334·2000
Ada County District 20
District 14 Bernie R. Rakozy, Senate
3219 Camrose Lane, Boise 83706
Herb Carlson, Senate
1812 Hill Road, Eagle 83616 Pamela I. Bengson, House
2704 Raindrop Drive, Boise 83706
Gary L. Montgomery, House
737 N. 7th St., Boise 83702 Jack Kennevick, House
I Mesa Drive, Boise 83705
Lyman Gene Winchester, House
Route I, Kuna 83634 District 2/
District Jj James E. Risch, Senate
5400 S. Cole Road, Boise 83709
Boyd Hill, House
1035 McMillan Road, Meridian
83642
Rod Beck, Senate
4257 Thttenham Way, Boise 83704
Don C. Loveland, House
4624 Berkshire Drive, Boise 83704
Dean E. Sorensen, House
845 E. Braerncre Road, Boise 83702Phil Childers, House
3440 Quail Place, Boise 83704
Canyon County
District /6
District II
Wm. F. (Bill) Ringert, Senate
4170 Lenora Drive, Boise 83704 Skip Smyser, Senate
Route I, Box I 357 Parma 83660
Emerson Smock, House
3917 Mountain View Drive, Boise
83704
J.L. "Jerry" Thorne, Senate
102 Sherwood Drive, Nampa 83651
Christopher R. Hooper, House
3616 Cabarton Lane, Boise 83704
Atwell 1. "At" Parry, Senate
Route I, Box 2, Melba 83641
District J7 Robert E. Schaefer, House
P.O. Box 55, 1200 E Karcher, Narn-
pa 83653Rachel S. Gilbert, Senate
1111Marshall, Boise 83706
Ron Slater, House
3708 Camas, Boise 83705
Dorothy L. Reynolds, House
1920 Howard, Caldwell, 83605
District /8
Janet S.Hay, House
328 Winther Blvd., Nampa 83651
Gary Chapman, Senate
3258 Catalina Lane, Boise 83705
Dieter W. Bayer, House
8873 Ottawa Court, Boise 83709
--Campus .News .'''' . '.'..
1,500--oppose drinking ~ge bill
~... "
Federal policies
may prompt
rate increases
by Cary Driskell
The University News
determined by. regulators from the
state's Public Utilities Commission.
Cogeneration refers to the waste
energy normally released by heat-
producing units, such as the boilers
used to heat the buildings on BSU's
campus.
Currently, the price Idaho Power
must pay is 6.78 cents per kilowatt
hour. Because the power company
does not need additional electricity
to serve southeastern Idaho and
eastern Oregon, they have asked the
PUC' to lower it to 1.4 cents. per
kilowatt hour. Members of the PUC's .
staff have recommended aprice of
5.3 cents.
The report concluded that, among
other reasons, long-term levelized
contracts are inappropriate because
they fail to exploit small power
projects and they create a strong in-
centive to default in later years.
Although using cogeneration as a
power supply would mean that Idaho
could avoid the cost of building a
large generating 'plant, the state
would have to compare thatto the
cost of regulating each small power
producer, according to McGrath.
were the biggest supporters of educa-
tion. They were only 18th the
previous year, when the mining in-
dustry was number one. Mining fell
to 11th place in 1984.
"We anticipate the telecommunica-
tions industry will remain education's.
biggest contributor as long as it is
such a leading, profitable industry in
this country,' Kammerman said.
Platzer said targeting gifts and
grants to departments related-to their
own business is "typical of the high-
tech industries in particular"
"The business community is
responding to the needs of higher
education and to the importance for'
the business community of having
well-educated people:' Kammerman
said.
by Karen Kammann
The University News
BSU studerit C.J. Snow spoke to
the ASBSU Senate in caucus yester-
day about the state legislature's bill
to raise the drinking age. Snow said
he had a petition signed bymore than
1500BSU students who were oppos-
-ed to the legislation and asked the
senate to pass a resolution stating
that it, too, wants the drinking age
to stay-at 19.
Snow said that passing the drink-
ing age bill would be "nothing more
than selling the freedoms" we should
have as a state and that 18-, 19- and
20-year-olds are treated as "quasi-
Citizens" who are expected to behave
as adults but are not given adult
freedoms.
More than 100BSU students who'
arc under 21 and work in
establishments that sell alcohol could
lose their jobs if the bill passed, ac-
cording to Snow.
"The state stands to lose $30.5
million" in sales of alcohol to peo-
ple between the ages of 19 and 21,
Snow said. He said that the threaten-
ed cut in federal highway funds may
happen by 1987 no matter how the
legislature votes on this bill, because
of the Gramm-Rudman Act.
However, ASBSU Lobbyist Steve
Hippler said that the threatened fun-
ding cut is based on a percentage and
that the same percentage could be
taken even after cuts that might be
made because. of the Gramm-
Rudman Act.
Snow said that he felt alcohol-
related accidents would not be reduc-
ed by passing the bill, and cited Mon-
tana as an example. He said that
since Montana has raised its drink-
ing age to 21, more alcohol-related
accidents have occurred than before
and that he believes this to be due to
ASBSU
SPRING ELECTIONS
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the lack of a controlled drinking en-
vironment for people under 21.
Acting Senate President Pro Tern-
pore John Johnson asked the Student
Living Committeeto consider the
matter and make a recommendation
as to whether the senate should pass
the resolution that Snow requested.
conducted research for the Pentagon
and damage computers in February
of the same year.
Franklin said Stanford was "one of
the universities central to the war in
Southeast Asia!' .
Some computation center clerks
said the. school was devising a plan,
called GAMUT-H, to invade North
Vietnam by land, sea and air, he said.
The court is saying that even ad-
vocating civil disobedience may
justify the firing of a professor, said
Margaret Crosby, the American Civil
Liberties Union attorney who
represented Franklin,
The ruling "docs not broaden or
narrow the' law' (protecting free
speech):' according to, Jordon
Kurland of the American Associa-
tion of University Professors.
Crosby said various alumni groups
pressured Stanford to get rid of
Franklin because they were upset by
his "radical" views.
"The school docs not respond to
alumni pressure:' said Stanford
spokeswoman Karen Bartholomew.
Few professors actually were fired
for protesting against the Vietnam
war, Kurland said, adding that some
colleges arc still disciplining pro-
fessors for acts of civil disobedience.
If the policies requiring Idaho
Power Co. to buy back electricity re-
main the same, a rate increase of
30-70 percent, or $320-540 million,
• could be a result, according to a
study by three BSU professors.
The study, conducted by Business
Professors Brian McGrath, Edward
Gill and John Seydel, was financed
by Idaho Power. The results of the
study were released at a press con-
ference Jan. 21.
Under the 1978 Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act, public utilities
are required to buy electricity from
cogenerators and small power pro-
ducers. The price of the power is
Corporate------
Continued from page 1.
In 1984,companies gave 71percent
of their overall education donations
to colleges and universities, and half
of those donations-or 35 percent of
the total-were earmarked for certain
academic departments on campus. In
1982, the firms earmarked only 24
percent of their college donations for
specific departments.
"There's a double purpose to this
kind of giving;' the CFAE's Arthur
Kammerman said. "Corporations
want students to be taught with state-
of-the-art equipment" and they're
anxious for students to learn on their
OWl) particular equipment so they'll
be more inclined to buy it and use it
after college"
Telecommunications companies
St~phen J. Grant I Un/rerslly News,
c.J. Snow asked the senate for a resolution keeping the drInking age 19.
Supreme Court refuses to
review professor's case
San Francisco, CA (CPS)-The
California Supreme Court last week
refused to review the case of former
Stanford professor H. Bruce
Franklin, fired in 1972 for making
anti-war speeches the previous year,
and, Stanford officials said, inciting
students to riot.
Franklin was suing to force Stan-
ford to reinstate him.
It was the only time Stanford ever
has fired a tenured professor.
"We arc certainly gratified;' said
David Heilbron, attorney for Stan-
ford, which at the time was widely
criticized by some faculty groups for
allegedly trying to dampen the cam-
pus anti-war movement by punishing
Franklin.
"The university's position has been
vindicated;' Heilbron said.
Franklin, now a professor 'lit
Rutgers University. said, "I am not
the main victim. The main victim is
the people who would hear the (anti-
war) view, the American people"
people"
Franklin was fired from Stanford
for disrupting a January, 1971cam-
pus speech by former United Nations
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
and disciplined for allegedly en-
couraging students to break into the
computation center where the school
BEERON TAP
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1301 So. Capitol
'344-PaPa
OPEN7DAYSAWEEK
Monday, February ·3-Pick up applications
and petition in the Student Activities Office, Second
Floor, SUB.
Thursday, February 13-0eadl.ine for filing
application and petitions to run for an office by 5:00
p.m.
Tuesday, February 18-Mandatory, candidate
orientation meeting, 4:00p.m., Caribou Room, SUB.
March 12·13-ELECTIONS
Ques.tions? Call 385-1223 or 385-1142
\ 't
'.', '
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Broncos, ~~10, split homestand with IYISU, UofM
by Chris Walton . Ii30-25 lead, The BObcatsdid not day with 16points while Childs add-
The University News score again until Shanri Ferch hit a ed 15. Uirry Krystkowiak, the U of
five-foot jumper with 2:53 to go. M's pro-prospect forward,'
The Bronco basketball squad· BSUled 33·30 at halftime. dominated the game with 29 points
holds all overallrecord 0(7-10 arid Bobcat forwardClamon Jacobs - and nine rebounds.
\ a Big Sky Conference record of 2-3 started the second half with two BSU fell behind early at 21~6and
\. . following a weekend homestand split.' baskets before Smith and Rawlins had to.play catch-up the entiregame,
The team defeated Montana State retaliated to regain BSU's lead. With 5:10 remaining, Childs hit a
University 73:70 Friday, then lost to ..' The Broncos did not lose the lead • jump shot to pull the Broncos to
the University of Montana 75-61 until Kral Ferch hit a [urnpshotto : their closest margin of the gameat
Saturday. . tie the score at 67 with 1:33 remain- 62·53.' .
Junior guard Eric Hayes led the ing, prompting BSU coach Bobby "You have to make the plays when
scoring Friday with 16 points while Dye to call a timeout. you get that close;' Dye said. "We
senior forward Roland Smith chip_·F~llowing the timeout, Hayes and needed to play error-free down the
ped 'in 15 and senior guard Craig Childs were both fouled and hit the stretch to get back in it, but every
Spjute added n. ensuing four three throws. With 18 time we made an error they capitaliz-
The Broncos jumped out to a 5-0 seconds left, MSU guard Tony ed on it."
lead on John Martin's three-point Hampton sank a layup and wasfoul- BiU Perkins, playing in his first
play and Smith's 15-foot jump-shot ed by Kelley. Hampton's free throw . game since being plagued by a back
and held the lead until MSU's Kral was good, closing the gap to 71·70. : tumor, scored sill points on two three-
Ferch converted a three-point: play With 10 seconds remaining,' Bob~ point field goals.
after being fouled by Jeff Kelleywith cat center Greg Walters fouled Hayes, With the loss, BSU holds sixth
10:49 remaining in the half, leaving who made both free throws. place in the conference standings,
the Bobcats ahead 19-17. .Hampton attempted a three-point while the U of M is third and MSU
With MSU ahead 25-23 and sewn' field goal at the other end of the fourth.
minutes remaining, Spjute hit a three- floor which bounced off the rim to The BroncoswiU take to the road
point jump shot; Chris Childs scored Jacobs, wh~se final shot was block- this week, playing Northern Arizona
from under the basket and Kelvin ed by Rawlins. University Thursday and the Univer-
Rawlins connected with a layup for Smith led all Bronco scorers Satur- sity of Nevada-Reno Friday.
Freshman guard Bill Perkins drives around a University of Montana defender
Saturday. Perkins scored six points against the Montana's Grizzlies.
Gymnasts set new meet record
by Chris Walton
The University News
record of 173.7, set during a 1984
meet.
Junior Connie Lavertu, 'from
Saskatoon, Canada, was the top BSU
performer with 36.1 points, including
, second-place finishes on the vault
and uneven parallel bars.
The U of O's Nicki Eden, from
South Devon, England, placed first
all-around with 36.6 points, Including
first-place finishes on the vault and
in the floor exercise, second on the
balance beam and third on the bars.
Other Bronco gymnasts placing
high were Karle Kunkler (9.15 on the
vault and 9.05 on the bars), Cassi
Harlow (9.0 for first place on the
beam,9.2 in the floor exercise and
third all-around) and Tina Smith
(9.35 in the floor exercise)
Smith's score on the floor exercise
tied the BSU record held by Janelle
Maynard-Began since 1984.
The team will visit California
State-Sacramento Saturday at 8 p.m,
The BSU women's gymnastics
learn defeated the University of
Oregon and Eastern Washington
University Saturday by setting a new
school record with 176.2overall team
points.
The U of 0 placed second in the
triangular meet with 173.05 points,
followed by EWU with 160.4.
The team's performance broke the
Jan. 31al CalState-Sacramento
Feb. 1 at Cal·Davis with
Cal State-Hayward
Feb. 8 Spokane Community,
. Montana State and
Seattle Pacific,
at Brigham Young
atUtIih State
at Oregon
. Montana
~DnVERs~·Shoe
r...t Sale!
BASKETBALLSHOESilil~I~0m!*I*I~1r~~11~ Jari. 30
Feb. 1
Feb. 7
Feb. 8
Feb. 12
Feb; 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 28
Mar. 1
Canvas
AII·Stars
HI·Tops
Many Colors!
Sugg. Hetell $24,95
Special $18.88
(seconds)
Leather
HI·Tops ,..... •
"The Persuader" ~ {1 .': Sugg. Retail $36.95
Great Performer! o--'~_~ Special $29.88
Court Star ~
Leather
Mld'Cut I ~..~ Sugg. Retail $31.88
Quick, Comfortable! b;7-~ .:. Special $23.1~8"
CASUAL SHOES~~_.1~1I~lm11~~mf*{k1,t'l
~
Sygg. Retail $38.88.
Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 7
Feb.·8
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Leather
"Quantum"
Mld·Cut
Stylish Comfort! Special $18.88
Jan. 30
Feb. 1 .
Feb.?
Feb. 8
Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 18
Feb. 22·
RUNNING SHOESRI_'.w~ •.., ,i!$_-~wW>'m.\t;j!;:.. . " '. . -....., ,.,,'~>~*li:"... ¥.,' . '~"~F'=>fo,,:;tr,&
• •• 1i;'i"'i'Wi~X«." I *~~.-;i:m::::;.".$:s:'~'"
"Gazelle"
Training. Shoe
for Men &
Women
Superior
Cushioning
Comfort! Chrl. ButleO Unlre,.lIyNews
:itoland Smith puts up a shot against U of M. The Grizzlies won75-61.
r----·Good ForOne FreeWorkout-----,.
'I ~P.~LG' - I
I Malt Ellingson Ii!. I
.' Owner ., • Phone: 322·7418 I
I ' .. 'GVM I
" Men's & Women's BOdy~uilding I
,. * Weight Loss * Polaris Equlpmenl II * Weight Gain' . * FreeWeIghts,
I 10 T8nS'.or.$25.00 I. . ,
t~~n~~~.5f)9~er~ ...._!~O~US~k ~_BoI8e, Idaho I
• ' .••. ~~_•• _•• ~'n" •• - - -~ ..... - -..."."..,. - - 't:r·~'A'\!i.~lf!--.
"Premier"
Leather
Racquet
Sports Shoes
Men's, Ladies' &
Youth Sizes
wI Velcro Closure! . Special $25.88
Sale Prices Good Thru1/31 Only . ..i=,.
w~ekdays~:O;hs:~~r~:r,:'~~:5:~;eSunday12·4 •.,~
'Pr!ces Llmltedto:Stock.on. Hand . '. ". ···~ui
'10 The''ffnffjj;gM~F_ffJ;N;'Ig~'~1W'''''.''''W.~·
)1 r.il';ll,f\ ~.\\·(;'';l'I;I'\J !):\'\: tlllQ\ ,(l!: '(11iUII'll..,'ll;'ln:ll'b:lW
Special $27.88
Youth
Sug/J, Retsil $42,88
Feb. 15
Feb. 17
Mar. 1
Mar. 8
!ie..0rtsSchedule
Men's Basketball
at Northern Arizona
At Nevada-Reno
Weber State
Idaho State
U.S. International
Idaho
. at Montana
at Montana State
Nevada-Reno
Northern Arizona
Women's Basketball
Portland State
Eastern Washington
at Weber State
ar Idaho State
.at Idaho
Montana
Montana State
Wrestling
Oregon State.
Oregon
at Idaho State
Montana
Idaho State
. at Cal State-Fullerton
Weber State
at Washington State
Gymnastics
Just for Fun
_-...--_ .._- '.', "
-"
Buster Budd'ies
Robin Lee Grube
S,...LLABtJS
SHOC~'
11
789
;
"
•
1 2. .3
(C) 1984 United Feature Syndicate
DOWN
1 Suitable
2 Coupled
3 LaHn
conjunction
'4 Jot
5 Trap
6 Jails
7 Sign ot zodiac
8 Girl's name
9 Cyprinold 1i3h
10 Explain'
12 Rupees: abbr.
14 Nerve networks
17 Sailors: colloq,
20 Tiny particle
, 23 Parent: colloq,
24 College degreo:
abbr.
25 War god
27 Poses for
portrait
30 Dines
32 Explosive
noises
35 Clothesmakers
37 Strokes
38 Engine
39 Kind ot piano
41 Insect
43 Weapon 01war
44 Teutonic deity
46 Symbol tor
tellurium
48 Cleaned by
brushings
51 Bnoge
53 Peruse
57 Free ot
58 Initials ot 26th
President
60 Number
62 Hebrew letter
64 Prefix: down
ACROSS 34 Ftosh
36 Hall
38 Manuscript:
abbr.
40 Antlered animal
42 Room
45 Choose
47 Transgresses
49 Heavenly body
50 Stalemates
52 Ordinances
54 Symbol tor tin
55 Engaged In
56 Guard
59 Negative
61 Mend
63 Forgive
65 Cares lor
66 Symbol lor
thorcn
67 Compass point
1 Mimic
4 Exists
6 Tartan pattern
11 Sponsor
13 Deliver
15 Note of scale
16 Post
18 Symbol lor iron
19 Sun god
21 Macaws
22 Send lorth
24 Second ot a
group
26 God ot love
26 Southern
blackbird
29 Worship
31 Cut
33 Babylonian
deity
1ll,'~5\\"", Victorv
Il"i,~, 1\lah"~n()~
~O~--'6~·05()7
..::.11 l'\..:nin!l_
American Plasma
Donor Center
WANTS YOUTO BE A LIFESAVER
AND GET PAID R IT!
I
r
aSII
ANSWER
TO
LAST
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
\\ I
American' Plasma Donor Center
'. 1021 Broadway Ave.
tUES .. FRI.. & SAt. 8:30; 5:30
.' '. . ',WEO: 10':00·6:00·
·CL9~EO:MON.. THtJRS:.· & SVN.
1{~
l~bt... L..L..:s."":";....i"':':'''':'''''';';'';'''''';''' __ '''''''''''IIIIiI IIIII_IIIIIII'''' __ III·.····.'''III·..: __ IIiIIII__ IllllliIllllli ...... .. _IIIIII __ M
TYPISTS-$500 weekly at
home! Write: P.O. Box 975,
Elizabeth, ,NJ 07207.
Help ,Wanted
I am looking for one BSU
student who likes advertis- Services Offered
ing and sales. Set your own PROFESSIONAL TYP·
hours aroundclas.s. __1NG. 1Crrn.papers,rcsumes,
sched~l~s and ,learn the letters, etc. Word process-
advertising sales Ina week- ing Call Sue The Finished
lr . publication. Com mis- Pr~duct' 343-7820.
sion, small gas allowance '
and credit. If you like The Jobs Wanted
University News, we need Whether your needs arc
you. Contact Kelly McGee, clerical, industrial or
Advertising Manager, The' domestic, The Job Location
University News 385-1464. Office at BSU has qualified
Busines-s
. Opportunities
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mail-
.ingCirculars! No quotas!
Sincerely interested rush
self-addressed envelope:
Success.RO. Box 470CEG,
Woodstock, n, _§0098.
$60 PER 'HUNDRED
PAID for rernailing letters
from home! Send self-
addressed, stamped
envelope for informa-
tion/application.
Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203.
tEMPT SOMEONE
W\lH fORB\DDENfRU\l
The Blow Monkeys first domestic reloase
"Forbidden Fruit" contains six great songs.
t Gusty horns,
spiky guitars,
insistent rhythms &
the dramatic voice of
Dr. Roberti
Induioe yoursolf
and take a listen.
Sale-priced at: $5.79 -4l-V--:-
1225 Broadway
Albertson's Market Place -.~---tl~~;..&"
336-4122
.I~:fp~qnt?
Free pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
342·1898
. All help'ls cQnfldentlal and freo........ ....... __. ..... ..,.;1.
Doyou want to layout at . students in all fields; The
night, have fun and make' Job Location Office is open
money while doing it? Uso, from 8 a.m, to 5 p.m. Mon-
apply at The University day through Friday. for
News. . more information call
385-1745 or stop by room
124 in the Administration
Building.
Miscellaneous
ALPHA KAPPA PSI will
hold its Spring Orientation
Meeting Thursday evening,
Jan. 30 at 7 p.m., in the
SUB Senate Chambers. All
Business Majors welcome.
~-_._-----------_.._.----_._------_ .....
K.-I would 'like to
apologize once again for
the incident Saturday night.
I feel that there is nothing
more for me to say except
that I am sorry. I will leave
the rest up to youl N.
Get your Valentine's :
messages ordered now. The
University News·will print
a page of Valentine's
messages Feb. 12. Come in
to secure your spot now.
Personals
i
I"
I'
!,i
_~'.~!~~,,~:~,~~ni~':·
CLEANCUT
CURL
PERM $19.95
lnchulun pl'lH:iHioll IlIIil'l:1I1 ill
linw of 1H!1'1Il,
Wanted: Used stereo
receiver, at .least, 15 watts
per channel and compatible
with Technics turntable.
Price negotiable. Telephone
385-1464 and leave message
for Jessie.
HAIRCUT $6.95 :-.ill AI'I'IlINnll::-;T :--:1:1:111:11
nOISE
tf'rnnklln 5hopplnu Cnnlnr J44·U116
f'Alborttmn'u Mllrkot Plocel ~M:l,1:ln1'
."ollvlow 1\ 5.Mllo 31G·7171
OPEN: M,T,W.F O.oo·n, Th. 0:00·0, nil. 0·530, 1;'·5
NAMPA
Kmehor Moll
ONTARIO, OR
WcHlt PlHk' f'lnt.t
B.A. "Allen" I will destroy
you on the tennis court
shortly. Be prepared to suf-
Ier the agony of defeat.
Your longtime friend,
Steve.
Open House
Thc stuff of Tile Univer-
sity News wishes to invite
our readers to our open
house, Feb. 6 from 5-8
p.m. Our new office is
located across the street
from the SUB in the
basement of the former
ROTC building.
Look for these
stories In the Feb.
5 Issue of
Phone service troubles•can come In many
shapes and sizes.
Sometimes, the culprit Is your basic garden·
varletysqulrrcl, chewing through the outside lines
leading to your home At other times, the trouble
could be with your Inside wiring or YOUI' telephone.
Wha\L'ver the problem, here's the best way to
find out what's causing It. Just turn to the Customer
Guide sencn at the front of your White 1~lges
Directory. Under the "Money Saving Tips" heading,
e:tsy.to-follow Instnletlons wlll tell you how to test
for the source of your troubles. If, however, your
. test d~n't locate the problem, callus :U1dwe'll test
the line for you.
If the problem Is in your outside llnc, we'll
come out and fix It·free of charge. If you ask for a
Mountain lklll repair person to visit your premises,
and It's found that the problem Is In your telephone
set, there w1l1be a charge. Defective phones and
l'qulpment must be repalred by the company or
dealer that provided them to you,
We'll also repair inside wiring free of charge
If you've subscribed to our Wiring Maintenance .
Planioth(~IWlsc there wl1lbe a service charge.
For more Infonnatlol1 about locating phone
service troubles, as well as about our Wiring'
MalntcnancePI:Ul, call your scrvlcerepresent:ltlvc.
So no matter what fonn your troubles I:lkc,you
can gt.'t rid of them right away .
.'For the way you live .•
@
Mountain Bell
111cUn ivc rs fly
NEWS
-Selective Service
gets records
-New State Board
member profiled
-Students reflect
on USSR visit
-Inside Vo-Tech
